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James Schugel believes
Asians eat dogs.
WCCO's James Schugel is in the doghouse with the Asian American Journalists Association, which is
demanding an apology for his idiotic report last week that local dogs were being sold for human
consumption in New York City's Chinatown.

"The report, which perpetuates an Asian stereotype, resulted in a state probe of the meat market in
which no evidence was found of dog meat," the letter from AAJA's  Minnesota chapter reads. "We
have faith that WCCO will do the responsible thing by being transparent with the investigation into the
reporting, editing and publication -- both on air and online -- of this report."

As we reported last Friday, the I-Team ran the laughable report as if it was a major "gotcha," but it all
turns out to be a huge misunderstanding based on mishearing an accent. Schugel heard "dog" when it
was really "duck," and the store was actually selling perfectly legal and quite common bird meat--not
Fido the Family Dog.

The mystery was solved when the New York City health department inspected the shop and found no
signs of dogs being sold as food.

The piece was promptly scrubbed from the web, but traces remain. Here's a transcript of how the
story was introduced when it originally aired:

The I-TEAM went undercover in New York City to see the Canine Culture Center, but
found a meat market at the same address.

And as the I-TEAM found, a worker there says he only sells dogs to eat.

UPDATE: AAJA-MN Co-President Tom Horgen called us back and explained why they wrote their
letter.
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Tom Horgen wants an
explanation from WCCO.

We've yet to see an explanation from WCCO regarding the report they made and pulled
from the website so we just wanted to voice our concern to them and ask them what their
next step was going to be. We were hoping that they would do their own fact-finding
mission and either issue a correction, a retraction, or an apology

The report ended up having officials in New York go into a meat market and inspect the
place. It turned up nothing.

I think with any bigger news organization, that's usually standard practice, if you write a
story and it includes inaccurate information hopefully there's a correction and maybe a
retraction and maybe an apology

In this case the issue is, I think, somewhat controversial. It kind of perpetuates an Asian
stereotype, especially when it's not accurate. Maybe an apology would be in order: not just
for inaccurate reporting but for possibly perpetuating a stereotype

Schugel did not immediately return a phone call requesting comment on the letter.
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Previous
WCCO reports Chinatown meat market sells dog instead of duck

Showing 6 comments

And here I mistakenly thought "CSI" was the stupidest thing to air on CBS.

Who the hell edits this stuff? Huge miss...he heard "dog" not "duck"...what the...

Guaranteed, with every suggestion that racial stereotypes played any role in the decision to greenlight this story, backs at WCCO stiffen. I
can just hear the producer now: "I have Asian friends. I am NOT a racist."
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Just shows you...anyone can be a tv reporter in this TC market. Geez. But MPR had some gaffes of the past.....anchor pronounced a
name as geez us, for Jesus...haysous and,,,got the wrong woman from the hmong community for a live interview!!!! And then,nth overall
lack of cultural competency stuff

Oh. ,,my.....dog! I mean.....god.

good contnet.i liked it .expecting more stuffs like this one
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